
   

How To Use Accessibility Checker for WORD documents 

Introduction 
The Microsoft Office suite of applications (which includes Microsoft WORD) is available throughout 

the University and is the main tool to produce assignments, essays, documents and letters.  In the 

latest version of WORD, there is a tool to check that the document is accessible.  For example, 

checks are made that a table or picture within the document also has ‘Alt text’ associated with it so a 

screen reader can provide a description to the user. 

As use of the accessibility checker increases, the user will get used to the comments returned and 

learn how to incorporate these into the document automatically in the future. 

Accessibility options for all Microsoft products can be viewed at the following webpage: 

Microsoft Office Accessibility 

Start the Accessibility Checker 
Open the document that you wish to check in WORD and then go to the ‘File’ menu, then click on 

the ‘Check for Issues’ button: 

 

Then click on the ‘Check Accessibility’ and the following column will be displayed on the right hand 

side of the document.  It will automatically check the document and list any errors or warnings about 

it in the ‘Inspection Results’ part of the column. 

https://www.microsoft.com/enable/products/office2010/


   

 

To close the accessibility checker, just click on the close button in the top right hand corner of the 

tool. 

Issue Classification 
Each issue that the accessibility checker finds is classified as either an Error, Warning, or Tip.  The 

definition of these are listed below: 

 Error - An error is for content that makes a file very difficult or impossible for people with 

disabilities to understand. 

 Warning - A warning is for content that in most, but not all, cases makes a file difficult for 

people with disabilities to understand. 

 Tip - A tip is for content that people with disabilities can understand, but that might be 

better organized or presented in a way that would improve their experience. 



   
Fixing some issues might require you to change, reformat, or update your content. 

 Accessibility Checker also lets you know about Office features you can use to make your content 

more accessible. 

 For detailed explanations of the issues the Accessibility Checker looks for, see: 

Rules used by the Accessibility Checker 

https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Rules-used-by-the-Accessibility-Checker-651e08f2-0fc3-4e10-aaca-74b4a67101c1

